
 
 

WIRAB Advice to WECC 
Re: Reliability Assessment Committee’s 2020 Study Program 

 
August 28, 2020 

 
Introduction: 

The Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body (WIRAB) 
appreciates the opportunity to submit advice to WECC on the Reliability 
Assessment Committee’s (RAC) 2020 Study Program.  

Background: 

The WECC RAC Studies Subcommittee (StS) develops, reviews, and 
approves an annual study program for reliability assessments. The study program 
combines the insights gained from Production Cost Modeling (PCM) simulations, 
power flow analysis, short-term dynamic analysis, Geomagnetic Induced Current 
(GIC) studies, short-circuit (fault) studies, and other studies to evaluate reliability 
risk across the Western Interconnection. On July 31, WECC solicited study requests 

from its members and stakeholders to study system reliability in the 1- to 20-year planning horizons. 

WIRAB and Western Policymakers seek timely and unbiased analysis of public policy initiatives on 
grid reliability in the Western Interconnection. WIRAB continues to think strategically about how energy 
policy in the West impacts reliability. To that end, WIRAB recently held a series of webinars to explore grid 
reliability and the changing resource mix.1 The WECC Board of Directors recently adopted four Reliability 
Risk Priorities to guide WECC’s strategy to address key reliability risks in the West: (1) Resource Adequacy 
and Performance, (2) Changing Resource Mix, (3) Distribution System and Customer Load Impacts on the 
Bulk Power System, and (4) Extreme Natural Events.2 

WIRAB advises the WECC RAC to study key reliability challenges associated with the Reliability 
Risk Priorities identified. The RAC should prioritize studies and release results as available in a timely 
manner to ensure the study program remains relevant as the grid continues to change. Below, WIRAB 
provides a roadmap to develop specific studies that will inform Western stakeholders on grid reliability 
challenges and to answer interesting questions on grid reliability with a changing resource mix in potential 
futures of the Western Interconnection.  

 
1 Debbie Lew and Nick Miller. WIRAB Webinar Series – Grid Reliability and the Changing Resource Mix. (2020). 
Western Interconnection Regional Advisory Body. Available at: https://westernenergyboard.org/2020/04/wirab-
webinar-series-grid-reliability-and-the-changing-resource-mix/  
2 2020 WECC Reliability Risk Priorities. (June 2020). WECC. Available at: 
https://www.wecc.org/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/Reliability/2020%20WECC%20Reliability%20Ris
k%20Priorities.pdf&action=default&DefaultItemOpen=1 
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Recommendations: 

1. Weather-Induced Loss-of-Load Risk Study 

Study Background: 

Today, resource adequacy is driven by high demand (often correlating with extreme heat or cold) 
and unexpected forced outages of thermal plants. In a future with very high penetrations of wind, solar, 
and batteries, loss-of-load events will be driven by weather patterns. Preliminary, unpublished research3 
by the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) indicates that high loads in the Eastern Interconnection 
tend to be correlated with better than average wind/solar resources. In a high wind/solar future, these 
periods may not be as risky for loss-of-load as they are today. Conversely, weather patterns with fog, no 
wind and moderate load levels tend to be correlated with worse than average wind/solar resources and 
may be very risky. Additionally, in a future with high penetrations of variable resources and storage, we 
need a better understanding of the duration of weather patterns (multiple-days-in-a-row issues) to 
understand how long-duration storage is needed. 

Study Goals: 

The goal of this study is to consider how weather patterns drive loss-of-load risk in the Western 
Interconnection (which was less studied in NREL’s work).  

• Weather patterns: Understand weather patterns that drive loss-of-load events in a high 
wind/solar future. Using NREL wind/solar datasets, historical loads, and a range of future 
wind/solar scenarios, examine and categorize net load tail events. When do these occur? What 
creates them? Is extreme heat or extreme cold correlated with better than average wind/solar 
resources? 

• Hydro: Are there correlations of good wind with wet years? Of rapid melt-off and high hydro with 
good solar weeks? 

• Robust resource mixes: What scenarios of wind/solar/hydro are more robust to these tail events? 
• Storage: Look at events of different durations (1, 6, 24, 48 hours) to gain insight into storage 

duration needs. Are risky events preceded or followed by strong wind/solar/hydro that allows for 
charging of storage? How long are the worst events, and how often do these occur?  

• Demand response: Characterization of loads during these events. What kind of demand response 
could be most helpful? 

• Statistical Analysis: A considerable amount of insight can be gained from statistical analysis. A 
better understanding of storage duration needs would require production cost modeling. 

• Forecasting: Future steps could include an examination of forecasting.  Can you forecast these tail 
events?  What are weather impacts on power plant performance (snow, icing, extreme heat)? 

  

 
3 Justin Sharp. Preliminary Research: Extreme Weather and the Grid of the Future. (June 18, 2020). Presented at 
2020 Meteorology & Market Design for Grid Services Workshop. Energy System Integration Group (ESIG). Available 
at: https://www.esig.energy/event/2020-meteorology-market-design-for-grid-services-workshop-online/  

https://www.esig.energy/event/2020-meteorology-market-design-for-grid-services-workshop-online/
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2. Essential Reliability Services from Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) Study 

Study Background: 

Decreasing technology costs and increased customer choice are driving growth in DERs and 
expanding DER options. DERs can hurt bulk power system reliability. For example, system operators do 
not have visibility of DERs, so it is difficult to forecast the net load. This lack of visibility can degrade Control 
Performance Standard 1 (CPS1) scores and increase the need for regulating reserves. Additionally, system 
operators cannot control DERs, so they do not necessarily provide grid services when the grid needs them, 
like essential reliability services. Rooftop PV cannot be curtailed if there is an oversupply of generation.  

On the other hand, DERs can help reliability. West-facing rooftop PV may provide more capacity 
value than south-facing PV. Controlled rooftop PV allows for curtailment for oversupply or congestion or 
other reasons. DERs can provide regulation-down and other essential reliability services. Real-time output 
and operating conditions of DERs can improve real-time forecasting. Also, DER options will expand to 
include EVs, water heaters, heat pumps, batteries, and others. These DERs can help integrate variable 
renewables. 

There does not seem to be concerted effort to drive towards the latter future in which DERs 
improve reliability. Moving to this future requires incentives, interconnection requirements, improved 
pricing or a combination of all three.  

Study Goals: 

The goal of this study is to quantify the reliability benefits and risk of moving towards a future 
with greater control over DER. The study should seek to answer questions, such as: What are the benefits 
of DERs providing essential reliability services: visibility and control of DERs, controllable rooftop PV, 
controllable loads? What types of rates/pricing/programs would unlock these controllable loads? The 
simplest version of this study could compare production costs for scenarios with and without DERs 
providing reliability services. A deeper dive could examine different DERs (rooftop PV, batteries, 
controllable loads) and compare production costs.  

• Define low, business-as-usual, and high DER future scenarios. Determine types of likely DERs and 
their potential profiles. 

• Quantify regulating reserve needs for different levels of DERs. 
• Production cost modeling for scenarios with and without DERs providing different types of 

essential reliability services. 
• How do different rates or pricing programs spur load flexibility? Load characterizations and price 

elasticities can be derived from previous Brattle or LBNL studies. 
 

A follow-up study could examine grid modernization and other infrastructure and quantify the 
costs of achieving this future.  
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3. Weak Grid, System Stability, and Path Limit Study 

Study Background: 

System dynamics change with increasing penetrations of inverter-based resources (IBRs). First, 
flow patterns substantively adjust as the physical location of resources (and to a lesser extent load) 
change. Second, the dynamic behavior of IBRs is substantively different from synchronous generation. 
Current stability analysis focuses on frequency, but experience is showing other stability problems are 
likely to emerge first: small-signal stability, weak grid stability, and grid brittleness. This investigation will 
show how stability limits, in general, and path limits, in particular, are affected. 

Key Reliability Questions: 

• Will corners of WECC experience the kinds of problems that NREL/GE and others have simulated, or 
that have been observed by ERCOT, AEMO, and EirGrid? Their problems are not fundamentally 
frequency control problems, rather they are a mix of all three “silos” of stability. 

• Weak grid concerns are emerging in many places. WECC’s 2019 Reliability Assessments identified 
certain conditions with substantive changes in fault current levels. Areas, such as eastern Wyoming, 
central Utah, eastern Colorado, and western Montana, had decreased fault current and are host to 
rapidly growing fleets of IBRs. Nevertheless, changes in effective short circuit ratio (eSCR) or other 
metrics that evaluate the relative system strength are needed.  

To answer some of these questions, WECC should look for manifestations of new stability 
concerns, especially brittleness aspects, during credible high IBR futures by building on previous work in 
the Western Wind and Solar Integration Study Phase 3A.4  

Study Goals: 

The goals of this study are to investigate the possible implication on grid stability and WECC path 
ratings in a process where WECC should: 

• Examine production cost model results for high IBR, low synchronous generation futures for 
conditions of: (a) high system non-synchronous penetration (SNSP) overall, (b) high pockets of SNSP 
(NE corner of WECC; SE corner of WECC, possibly south of Path 26 (lower priority)), (c) high power 
transfer from IBRs, (d) low inertia. Search for locations within the Western Interconnection of low 
eSCR. 

• Explore for credible marginal commitment/dispatch rules around those operating points: What 
changes as IBR production increases under those specific conditions? Use the model to push the 
system to the edge and examine if rules and practices need to be modified to maintain reliability as 
the grid changes.  

• Populate stability models with these initial conditions; select initial IBR models.  
• Test for locally stressful N-1 transient stability and damping. Test scenarios with deliberate stress-to-

failure cases. Stress the system beyond its breaking point to learn and understand the limits to the 
reliability of the system. 

 
4 Nick Miller, et.al. Western Wind and Solar Integration Study Phase 3A: Low Levels of Synchronous Generation. 
(November 2015). National Renewable Energy Lab. Available at: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/64822.pdf 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/64822.pdf
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• Test path limits performance under the new resource mix. 
o Take results from the initial investigation and screen for paths that are: (a) important 

economically; and (b) might be substantively impacted by the findings about stability.  
o Test path limits using established rules that dictate for the specific path. 
o Test performance relative to new resource mix. Do we find evidence that present path 

ratings are too low/too high? When? Are the present tests for the path rating still the right 
ones? Are there opportunities/necessity to alter the path rating rules? Are more complex 
path rules possible, valuable?  
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4. Transmission Expansion Reliability Investigation Study 

Study Background: 

There is a degree of consensus that new bulk transmission will be necessary to meet 
decarbonization goals sensibly. There are individual projects in various stages, but a broader examination 
of how transmission expansion might impact system reliability is missing. RAC’s 2019 WECC Scenarios 
modeling of the year 2038 show that transmission is pushed hard against limits.5 This finding stands in 
sharp contrast to nearer-term usage, in which there seems to be quite limited congestion.6 This 
investigation is intended to help illuminate how transmission constraints emerge during the 
transformation of the system and provide focus on where effort is most urgently needed to relieve future 
congestion to maintain system reliability. 

Issues to be Addressed: 

• Holistic test of reliability impacts of systemic transmission build-out. 
• What operational behaviors do transmission constraints drive and what are the reliability 

implications of those behaviors? 
• What do existing transmission constraints cost? (including various metrics: variable operating cost, 

emissions, curtailment) 
• What constraints have the strongest impact on reliability? Which are most expensive? 
• What options exist for relieving those constraints? 
• How do they compare to supply-side options? 

Study Goals: 

The goals of this study is to analyze system stability with transmission expansion in the Western 
Interconnection through a process where WECC:  

 
• Reviews existing production cost simulations for constraints, operational response (e.g., 

commitment, dispatch, curtailment, headroom) to those constraints. Start with years 2028 and 
2038, explore intermediate years, then develop a sense of when the various paths begin to pinch.  

• Considers “representative” new transmission projects. These could be based on a consensus view of 
proposed projects, previously identified needs and opportunities. The intent is not to validate 
specific projects, but rather to gain insight into the preferred location, sequence, and characteristics 
of new transmission. This validation should be done to advise stakeholders on the reliability benefits 
of transmission additions and what priorities for new transmission should be.  

• Run one or more copper plate simulations to calibrate the total effect of transmission constraints. 
• Verifies the transfer benefit of new projects with selected stability checks. Develop (perhaps 

approximate) new path limits for use in production simulations. 
• Considers capital and other costs, if possible.  

 
5 Slide 50. Reliability Insights from WECC’s 2019 Study Program. (February 2019). WECC. Available at: 
https://www.wecc.org/Administrative/2019%20RAC%20Study%20Program%20Results.pdf 
6 Id. Slide 13. 

https://www.wecc.org/Administrative/2019%20RAC%20Study%20Program%20Results.pdf
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5. Resilience Study 

Background: 

The need for resilience against extreme events, beyond resource adequacy, is growing. Questions 
of operational viability for grid events has received less attention, although, for example, the WECC work 
on the impact of California-Oregon Intertie (COI) outage (due to wildfires) was one reasonable 
investigation. That work shows that the system can work around this high-impact-low-frequency (HILF) 
outage. However, the dynamic behavior of the system while it is in extremis has been given little attention. 
This investigation will test some of the risks associated with HILF, under new conditions of the radically 
altered generation mix. 

Issues to be Addressed: 

• Investigation of HILF, system breakup, and system restoration with High IBR. 
• Is the spectrum of HILFs considered now adequate? Sufficiently broad? 
• Are the characteristics of the system sufficiently different that breakup will: 

o Be more likely: 
o Behave differently: and/or 
o Put equipment at risk 

• Are there attributes that are available, or could be made available, from new resources (especially 
IBRs) that will reduce risks, consequences of HILFs? 

• Are present processes for system restoration still suitable for high IBR future? 
o Are critical elements for restoration still available? 
o Was it replaced with new resources? 
o Will new resources have, or can they have, the attributes necessary for successful 

restoration? 

Study Goals: 

The goals of this study are for WECC to analyze the resilience of the transmission system in the 
West in a process where WECC:  

• Reviews existing HILF events already in the planning repertoire. Are any sufficiently severe to be 
known to cause separation? 

• Examines existing production cost cases for high IBR conditions of high stress. 
• Populates stability runs with those conditions (it is possible that this work could use or build on the 

cases envisioned for the stability investigation). 
• Postulates system separation events and simulates operation. There is no need (and it is nearly 

impossible) to use detailed protection models to capture an exact breakup, preferably based on 
knowledge of the system and history, and credible illustrative breakup cases could be run. 

• Examines the behavior of the system (and hopefully compare it to the present situation). How fast 
does the system come apart? Are there obvious transient risks, especially to equipment? Does the 
system cascade into conditions for which new limitations arise? 

• Examines existing system restoration practices. Are critical resources likely to be available? Do they 
need to be augmented/replaced with new capabilities? What are the options for the new capability? 
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